A new method for solving stiff boundary value problems is described and compared to other known approaches using the Troesch's problem as a test example. The method is based on the general idea of alternate approximation of either the unknown function or its inverse and has a genuine "immunity" towards numerical difficulties invoked by the rapid variation (stiffness) of the unknown solution. A c++ implementation of the proposed method is available at https://github.com/imathsoft/MathSoftDevelopment.
Introduction
In the present paper we consider a nonlinear boundary value problem
which arises in many areas of physics and mathematics. Although, there is a huge variety of known methods for solving problems of type (1), (2) (see, for example [12] , [10] , [2] and the references therein), almost none of them fill comfortable when the problem turns out to be stiff. As it was pointed out in [4] , a good mathematical definition of the concept of stiffness does not exist. The famous definition given in [11] says that "stiff equations are problems for which explicit methods don't work", which, unfortunately, is not very constructive. According to [3] , there is at least 6 different definitions of stiff problems which possess different levels of formality and are accepted by different schools of mathematics.
The authors of [3] came up with their own definition of "stiffness", based on the concept of stiffness ratio, which, according to them, encompasses all the known definitions.
In the present paper we confine ourselves to consider only a subclass of stiff boundary value problems (1), (2) whose stiffness is originated from the fact that the exact solution u(x) possesses narrow intervals of rapid variation, known as the boundary layers. Such a behavior it typical for singularly perturbed problems, which are an important subclass of stiff problems (see, [7] , [3] ). The rapid variation is equivalent to having |u ′ (x)| ≫ 1 on some subset of [a, b] . And it is the need to approximate the solution on this subset that makes the problem numerically difficult and unstable, i.e. stiff. Now to approximate the solution on the subset of [a, b] where |u ′ (x)| is comparatively small is much easier from the numerical point of view. To be more specific, let us consider a set χ u ∈ [a, b] defined in the following way:
It is easy to see that, defined in such a way, set χ u consists of a finite or infinite number of distinctive closed intervalsῑ i . Some of the intervalsῑ i might be those of rapid variation for the solution u(x). At the same time, by the definition of χ u (3), solution u(x) is strictly monotonic on each intervalῑ i , which means that we can consider the inverse function xῑ i (·) = u −1 (·) defined on the closed interval u(ῑ i ) ∈ u([a, b]). There are two remarkable things about the function xῑ i (·) :
(u)| ≤ 1, ∀u ∈ u(ῑ i ), which means that the initial BVP stated in terms of "inverse solution" x ′ ι i (u) is not stiff on u(ῑ i ); 2. having function xῑ i (u) approximated on a discrete set of points from u(ῑ i ) we automatically get function u(x) approximated on some discrete set of points fromῑ i .
The two observations give us the key insight on how to solve the subclass of stiff problems defined above. It is the divide and conquer principle: on the subintervals where solution u(x) is well behaved (showing rather moderate variation) we solve the given problem (1), (2) , whereas on the subintervalsῑ i , where u(x) varies rapidly (and the initial problem is stiff), we solve the corresponding problem for the inverse solution x ′ ι i (u). Of course, this becomes feasible from the practical point of view only if there is a finite number of subintervalsῑ i , which becomes our assumption from now on.
The main purpose of the present paper is not only to give a theoretical idea about how to treat some subclass of stiff boundary value problems in an efficient way, but also to describe and examine one of the possible practical implementations of the proposed theoretical approach for the class of boundary value problems (1), (2) . That is why throughout the paper we will stay in touch with one of the most famous examples of stiff BVPs, known as the Troesch's problem:
u(0) = 0, u(1) = 1,
which is a partial case of problem (1), (2) with N(u(x), x) ≡ λ sinh (λu(x)) /u(x), a = u l = 0, b = u r = 1. It is well known, that the problem (4) , (5) is inherently unstable and difficult (see [1] , [3] , [6] , [13] , [18] , [19] and the references therein). The Troesch's problem, in addition to its application in physics of plasma, has drown a lot of interest to itself as a test case for methods of solving unstable two-point boundary value problems because of its difficulties [1] . It is worth mentioning, that the approach described in the present paper was initially developed for the particular purpose of solving the Troesch's problem. This can, in part, explain why despite the fact that eventually the approach was generalized to be applicable to the class of problems (1), (2) (and can potentially be generalized even further), the main theoretical result of the paper, Theorem 5, deals with a more narrow set of problems, which, however, contains the Troesch's one.
Talking about the known methods for solving BVPs, it is impossible not to mention the simple shooting method (SSM) and the multiple shooting method (MSM) [16, Section 7.3] which are two the most simple and reliable techniques to deal with boundary value problems of type (1), (2) . By calling them techniques and not just methods we would like to emphasize a fact that the basic idea behind them is very broad and can be used in many different modifications, which, in turn, might be called the methods. Since definitions of both SSM and MSM essentially relay on using methods for solving initial value problems (IVP), one of the ways to come up with a new modification of the methods consists in using a different IVP solver. Below we are going to adapt (or modify if you wish) the SSM and MSM for using a specific approach for numerical solution of IVP's called Straight-Inverse method (or, simply SI-method) which is based on the general idea of alternate approximation of either straight u(x) or inverse x(u) solutions of the problem (1), (2) and has a genuine "immunity" towards numerical difficulties invoked by the rapid variation (stiffness) of the solution in question.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a pair of, so called, step functions, which are the simplest logical building blocks of the proposed implementation of the SImethod. The section pays special attention to the computational aspect of the step functions. In particular, it describes quite original and easy-to-implement approach for computing partial derivatives of the functions. The approach is based on the theory of matrix functions and is general enough to be mentioned on its own. In Section 3 we describe the SI-method for solving initial value problems associated with equation (1) and thoroughly investigate approximation properties of the method, stating and proving the main theoretical result of the paper, Theorem 5. The SI-method for solving boundary value problems (1) (2) is given in Section 4 followed by the section of numerical examples, where we apply the proposed implementation of the SI-method to the Troesch's problem and discuss the results by comparing them to the corresponding results from other papers. Section 6 contains conclusions.
Step functions
In this section we introduce a pair of, so called, step functions, which play a crucial role throughout the rest of the paper.
Let us define the step function U(h) to be the solution for the following initial value problem:
Throughout the present section we assume that A, B, C, D are elements of some Banach space B over the field of real numbers R unless otherwise stated. It is easy to check that if A, B, C, D ∈ R, the function U(s) can be expressed explicitly through the Airy functions (see [14, 283] ):
where
Similarly to this, we define step function V (s) to be the solution for the problem
possessing explicit representation in the form of
provided that A, B, C, D ∈ R. Despite being explicit, formulas (7) and (9) are quite difficult to evaluate, especially when A is quite small. However, in what follows, we are going to use functions U(s) and V (s) with |s| quite small, which allows us to use more convenient approach for evaluating them instead of formulas (7), (9) . The approach naturally follows from the theorems below.
and the following estimation holds true:
where the successive approximations V n (A, B, C, D, s) can be found recursively
Formulas (10), (11) and (13), (14) 
which holds true for every function f (x) defined in x = a together with its first derivative. Matrix J 2 (a) is also known as a Jordan block associated with the eigenvalue a. From (16) it follows that to calculate U
. . , 4, we can use the linear matrix equation
Of course, the same remains true as related to the function V (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , s). Here we are not going to discuss the efficiency of the proposed approach for finding partial derivatives of the step functions (and this might be a good topic for further investigations). At the same time, we would like to mention that on practice the approach proved to be efficient enough and is used in the implementation available at https://github.com/imathsoft/MathSoftDevelopment. In principle, equation (17) 
The importance of the step functions introduced above can be explained by the approximation properties which they possess. Some of the properties are described in the theorems below.
Theorem 3. Let u(x) be the solution to equation (1) supplemented by the following initial conditions:
(1 Linear space of n × n matrices over the field of real numbers Then, for the sufficiently small h > 0, the inequalities
hold true, where
Proof. From the assumption (1) about smoothness of the function N(u, x) and the PicardLindelöf theorem (see, for example [17, p. 38] ) it follows that the solution u(x) of the IVP (1), (19) exists at least in some closed neighborhood B δ (a) = [a − δ, a + δ], δ > 0 of the point x = a. From now on we assume that h = δ and the solution u(x) ∈ C 2 B δ (a) is known.
Combining equations (1) and (6) we come to a linear system of the first order ordinary differential equations with respect to unknown vector-function
supplemented with zero initial condition
From (24), (25) it follows that
The Gronwall's inequality (see, for example, [17, 42] ), being applied to (26), leads us to the inequality
which immediately implies estimation (21). Estimation (20) follows from (21) and the fact that
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3. So we skip it.
3 Straight-Inverse method for solving IVPs for the second order differential equations
Preliminary comments
In this section we describe the SI-method for solving equation (1) subjected to the initial conditions (19) . However, before doing that, let us first introduce a list of requirements which we expect the SI-method to fulfill, and which, historically, led us to the SI-method as such:
1. the method should approximate the exact solution u(x) for IVP (1), (19) on a discrete mesh ∅ = ω ∈ [a, b], which should depend on the problem itself and on the desired accuracy of approximation;
2. for a given positive h ∈ R, the method should provide an algorithm to construct a mesh
) 2 dx points, and the SI-method's approximation u ω (x) of the solution u(x) on the mesh ω(h) should satisfy the following asymptotic equalities:
3. from the method's point of view, there should be no essential difference between solving IVP (1), (19) with respect to u(x) or with respect to its inverse x(u), i.e. the method being applied to the IVP (27), (28), which is the "inverse" equivalent of IVP (1), (19) (in the sense that the graph of x(u) (where it exists) coincide with that of u(x)), gives the same result (or almost the same result) as when it is applied to the "straight" IVP (2 .
(2 Apparently, the statement, as it is now, has a lack of rigor and it might even seem contradictory. However, its meaning will
Definition
Let ω IV P (h) denotes an ordered set of quadruples of the form
which are defined by means of the following chain of recurrence equalities:
if |u
where h -some fixed positive real number hereinafter referenced to as a step size of the SI-method.
The ordered set ω IV P (h) will be referenced to as a mesh of the SI-method that corresponds become more clear as we get more familiar with the SI-method and its properties.
to IVP (1), (19) . From the recurrence formulas (34), (35), (36) it follows that if function N(u, x) belongs to C 1 (R × [0, +∞)) then the mesh ω IV P (h) contains infinite number of elements, i.e. the recurrence process of calculating quadruples [u
can be continued infinitely long. In the light of this, a reasonable question arises: whether the mesh ω IV P (h) (which is infinite) have something to do with the exact solution u(x) of the Cauchy problem (1), (19) (which might exist only on some finite subinterval of [a, +∞)) and, if yes, what approximation properties does the mesh possess with respect to the exact solution? To some extent the question is addressed in the paragraph below.
Error analysis.
In the present section we investigate approximation properties of the SI-method introduced above. The main result can be stated as the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let the nonlinear function N(u, x) be independent on x, i.e.
and
for some λ > 0. If
and the estimation holds true
and ε denotes an arbitrary parameter from (0, 1/6). If, additionally,
then u ′ i ≥ 1, ∀i > i * and the estimations hold true
(3 The existance of the limit follows from condition (40),
Proof. As it was pointed out above, the function x(u), which is (by definition) inverse of the exact solution u(x) should be solution to the IVP (27), (28). Under the assumptions of the theorem, equation (27) becomes a partial case of the well known Bernoulli equation, which allows us to express the function x(u) in the closed form (see, for example, [20] ):
From (37), (38), (39) and the Picard-Lindelöf theorem (see [17, p. 38] ) it follows that function x(u) (56) belongs to C 3 ([0, +∞)) and is the unique solution to the IVP (27), (28) on [0, +∞). Using inequalities (39), (40), assumption u ′ l > 0 and the Limit Comparison Theorem for Improper Integrals, from (56) we can easily derive that x(u) is a monotonically increasing function on [0, +∞) with bounded range :
The letter fact means that its inverse u(x), exists on a, S and is the unique solution to (1), (19) on the segment. As it follows from equation (56), conditions (39), (40) also mean that x ′ (u) is a monotonically decreasing towards zero function
and, consequently, u ′ (x) is a function which monotonically increase towards infinity as x
. Area of the shaded region is equal to
apparently, less or equal to the area of △ABC, which, in turn, is equal to
tends to S :
From (58) it follows that for each δ ≥ u
This in conjunction with the fact that function u ′ (x) is convex on [a, S), allows us to establish the following inequality (see Figure 1 )
which is of crucial importance for the rest of the proof. Without loss of generality, we confine ourselves to consider a case when u
we can easily find e 0 = 0.
From Theorem 3 it follows that
In general case, e i can be estimated from the system of differential equatioṅ
We are not going to estimate e i for all integer i, but only for those satisfying inequality i ≤ i * , where i * is defined in (42). However, at this point, the very existence of such an integer value i * is yet to be proved. Let us fix some arbitrary ε ∈ (0, 1/6) and assume that
for sufficiently small values of h. We are also free to consider the constants L * i , i = 0, 1, 2 defined in (45), where
Here, in the latter inequality of (63), we have used (59).
we can easily prove that i * exists and x i * belongs to (a, u ′−1 (1 + 2ε)). Indeed, if there exists
{j} .
If this is not the case at least for a single h satisfying (64), then, from (64) it follows that
which, in turn, means that there exists at least one x j belonging to the interval
Taking into account (62), the latter fact yields us u ′ j ≥ 1 and, consequently, we get a contradiction.
Note, that constants defined in (45), (63), do not depend on h and, technically, have nothing to do with the assumption (62). Using the constants and assumption (62), from (60) we can derive estimation for
* in the following way:
Applying the Gronwall's inequality (see, for example, [17, 42] ) to (65) we get
From (66), taking into account (61), we can get the estimation
The last inequality in (67) holds true under assumption that
which we accept from now on. Going back to inequality (65), it is important to mention that to derive it for each particular i = 1, 2, . . . , i * , we have used assumption (62) for j = i − 1 only. Besides that, the inequality (65) for i = 1 does not rely upon (62) at all and follows from Theorem 3. With this in mind and taking into account (67), we can easily prove (by means of mathematical induction) that for h satisfying
assumption (62) holds true. This concludes proof of the first part of the theorem, which states the existence of i * (42) and the fulfillment of approximation estimates (43), provided that h satisfies (41). Above we showed that
Using similar reasoning and restrictions (64), (69), it is easy to verify that
In what follows we also will need the estimate
Using (71) we can easily find that
Now if we require that
indeed
From (74) it follows that u(
With this in mind, and taking into account (72), we can easily derive the inequality
where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. From (70) it follows that
Now using (74) and inequality (76) we can get the estimate
At this point we have proved that after the first i * iterations the algorithm should switch from formulas (35) to formulas (36). The lemma below, among other things, states that starting from i * the algorithm will never switch back to formulas (35), i.e. u ′ i remains greater or equal to 1, for all i > i * , provided h is small enough. For the sake of convenience, hereinafter we will use notation N (u) = N(u)u.
Lemma 2. Let h > 0 satisfy condition
where constant µ is defined in (51). Then
Proof. Let us consider an auxiliary sequencē
It is easy to see thatx ′ i * > 0 and from
Applying inequality (82) recursively we get the estimatē
To derive the last inequality in (83) we exploit the fact that function N (u) is non-decreasing (see (48)). From (83), using (78) we can easily get
Inequality (84) together with (39) and (48) imply that estimate (83) remains valid if
On the other hand, sequence {x ′ i } (81) together with substitution (85) totally coincide with sequence {x ′ i } (36) :
In the light of the latter observation, estimates (80), immediately follow from (83), whereas inequalities (79) follow from (84), (85).
From now on we assume that h satisfies requirements (78), (73), which is equivalent to (50).
Let us now consider a sequence of functions {y i (u)}, defined as follows
It is easy to see that y i (u) should satisfy the recurrence system of Cauchy problems
Inequalities (75), (77) allow us to estimate |y (k) i * (u i * )|, k = 0, 1 in the following way:
Using mean value theorem, we can easily find that
which, together with (80) and (84), yields us an estimate
It is worth mentioning that to derive (92) we implicitly used the fact that from (74) and (70) it follows that 1
which, together with formula (56), gives us
Here we use conditions (48), implying that functions N ′ (u) and N ′′ (u) are nondecreasing.
.
In a similar way, from (80) we get
Solution to (88) can be expressed in the form
y ′ i (u) = u u i−1 exp   u ξ G i (ζ)dζ   F i (ξ)x ′ (ξ)dξ + y ′ i−1 (u i−1 ) exp   u u i−1 G i (ζ)dζ   ,(93)y i (u) = u u i−1 y ′ i (ξ)dξ + y i−1 (u i−1 ), (94) u ∈ [u i−1 , u i ], i = i * + 1, i * + 2, . . . .
Using initial estimates (90), from (93) we can easily get inequalities
where E i and T (ζ) are defined in (54) and (55) respectively. Combining (95) with (94), we get
Estimates (52), (53) follows immediately from (90) and estimates (95), (96) respectively. This completes the proof.
As it can be easily verified, the estimations given in Theorem 5 are quite rough and become almost useless when, for instance, applied to the Troesch's equation (4) with λ sufficiently large. The main reason for this is the roughness of estimate (63). The latter can be improved, which is addressed in the remark below. 
and the constant P * defined at (44) is treated as a function of h defined as (19) is considered on some finite interval, i.e. b < +∞ then the constant S * defined in (47) can be substituted with
in order to make error estimates of Theorem 5 more precise.
4 Straight-Inverse method for solving BVPs for second order differential equations.
In this section we introduce the SI-method for solving boundary value problems. As a matter of the fact we are going to consider the simple and multiple shooting techniques supplemented by the SI-method for solving IVPs described above.
Since the simple shooting technique is nothing but a bisection algorithm supplemented by an IVP solver, the meaning of the SI simple shooting method is evident and self-explanatory. At the same time the SI multiple shooting method requires considerably deeper introduction and the rest of the current section is devoted strictly to it.
SI multiple shooting method.
Talking about the multiple shooting technique for solving boundary value problems we (as a rule) mean a way how the given BVP can be transformed to a system of nonlinear algebraic equations together with an algorithm for solving the system.
Assume that we fixed some positive parameter h, hereinafter referenced to as a step size. In addition to that we have at our disposal some initial guess Ω k which is a discrete approximation (5 of the exact solution u(x) of the BVP (1), (2):
From now on, we assume that
Given that, we can transform the set Ω k into an ordered set of nonlinear equations
using the rule described below.
The first two equations can be represented in the form of
(5 Here we avoid discussing on how close the approximation should be, however, in practice, if the approximation is too rough the method described below can do not work at all. At the same time, using the simple shooting approach described above, it is always possible to get the desired approximation.
bold variables describe unknowns and
As you can see, the equations are dependent on the absolute values of u ′ k,i , which, according to our assumptions about Ω k , characterize rapidity of variation of the unknown solution u(x) at different points of segment [a, b] . This follows the general idea of the straight-inverse approach consisting in switching between the straight (i.e. u(x)) and inverse (i.e. x(u)) solutions depending on which of the two behaves better (that is, possesses lower variation in a vicinity of a given point).
Using Ω k as an initial guess and applying a single iteration of the generalized Newton's method (see, for example, [16, p. 293] ) to the system Σ k (102), (103), (104), (105) we will get a new set Ω k+1 as a combination of Ω k and the results brought by the Newton's method iteration, assuming that
wherever it makes sense. In practice it happens that the set Ω k+1 obtained as described above needs to be sorted out (to fulfill the requirement x k+1,i < x k+1,j ⇔ i < j < N k+1 ) and then refined (by linear interpolation to satisfy the inequality max{h k+1,i ,h k+1,i } ≤ h, ∀i ∈ 0, N k+1 − 1). Once it is done, we can use Ω k+1 to construct a new system Σ k+1 and, applying another iteration of the Newton's method to it, get Ω k+2 and so on and so forth, until the difference between the two subsequent Ωs is not small enough (6 .
Numerical examples
In this section we present numerical results of the SI-method applied to the Troesch's problem (4), (5) . At the same time, in what follows, we evaluate and examine estimates of Theorem 5 for the Troesch's equation with some fixed value of the parameter λ.
Using the algorithm described in the previous section, the Troesch's problem was solved (6 Of course, it might not always be the case and requires the iteration process to be convergent.
for multiple values of λ and the initial slopes u ′ (0) of the solutions can be found in Tab. 1.
For the purpose of comparison, the As soon as the initial slope u ′ (0) is known, we can use Theorem 5 to calculate error estimates. Let us do that for λ = 2, using value u ′ (0) from Tab. 1 calculated by Maple 2016. As it was pointed out in [15] , the initial value problem associated with (4) has a pole approximately in
This allows us to get an approximation for S *
At the same time, Remark 2 allows us to lower the value of S * , taking into account that in the case of Troesch's problem b = 1 :
Now using Remark 1 and taking into account that for the Troesch's problem Φ(u) = cosh(λu) − cosh(λu l ), (7 Using numeric "dsolve" procedure with "abserr = 1e-12"
we can calculate M * in the following way
Assuming that ε = 0.1, we get
With the value of M * available, we are in the position to evaluate L * i via formulas (45):
Using formula (98) we can calculate
According to the Theorem 5, values (115) give us an error estimate of the SI method on [0, x i * ], see (43). At the same time, the corresponding data from Table ( 
. Estimates of Theorem 5 does not deal with the values presented in the Tab. 2 but with their inverse. Nevertheless, we still can see that the method's error is of order 2 with respect to h, just as it is predicted by the theorem. At the same time, it is worth mentioning that the scalar multiplier in front of h 2 (see (53)), on practice, can be of significantly lower magnitude. Table 3 : Solution to the Troesch's problem with λ = 10 obtained by different approaches. Table 3 presents comparison between approximations of the Troesch's problem solution u(x) calculated by different methods at points other than the ends of segment [0, 1]. The approximations obtained by the SI-method for different values of h, confirm that the order of the method's error with respect to h is 2. It is worth mentioning, that because of specifics of the SI-method, one cannot have a control over the points x i belonging to the rightmost part of the segment [0, 1], where the absolute value of the derivative u ′ (x) exceeds 1. In the latter case, the method "works" with the inverse function x(u) and it is rather possible to choose points u i where to calculate the approximation of x(u) = u −1 (u). This explains why the bottom row in the Table 3 contains approximations by the SI-method for value x "close" but not equal to 0.999. Tab. 4 allows us to get an insight about the performance of the SI-method and the complexity of the algorithm with respect to the number of knots in the method's mesh.
(9 For x = 0.999000491899 (10 For x = 0.999000017539 (11 Number of knots in the final mesh. (12 Relative difference as compared to u ′ (0) calculated in [19] .
The absolute values of execution time listed in the table are obtained on a laptop with CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3120M, 2.5 GHz and 8 Gb of RAM, using the single thread implementation available at https://github.com/imathsoft/MathSoftDevelopment . It is easy to notice that the dependency between the number of knots and the execution time is quite close to a linear one, which gives us an evidence that the complexity of the algorithm is close to O( Ω(h) ), although the question of complexity was not investigated thoroughly and remains beyond the scope of the present paper. Potentially the implementation can be speeded up by parallelization of some subroutines.
Conclusions
The SI-method presented above can be considered as a particular implementation of a quite general idea about switching between "straight" and "inverse" problems when one of them becomes essentially more difficult in terms of numerical calculations than the other one. In the other words, the approach presented here can be quite easily modified and applied to ordinary differential equations of different types, by choosing different step functions U(s) and V (s). Moreover, the authors of the paper suggest that the idea of the method can be successfully applied to problems with partial differential equations and, potentially, to operator equations of general type.
The particular version of the SI-method presented above, is quite straightforward and efficient in terms of programming. One of its possible c++ implementations is available at GitHub (13 and can be used for solving problems other than the Troesch's problem exploited in the present paper. The results of numerical example based on the Troesch's problem clearly show that the proposed implementation of the SI-method behaves very well as compared to the other approaches for solving the problem in terms of both accuracy and efficiency. It is worth mentioning that this is despite the fact that the SI-method is general and does not have anything in it which is designed specifically for the purpose of solving the Troesch's problem (as it is in many other papers referenced in Section 5).
